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Abstract
We present a new algorithm that reconfigures between any two edge-connected configurations of
n sliding squares within their bounding boxes. The algorithm achieves the reconfiguration by
means of Θ(n2 ) slide moves. A visual simulator and a set of experiments allows us to compare
the performance over different shapes, showing that in many practical cases the number of slide
moves grows significantly slower than in others as n increases.

1

Introduction

As defined in [13], “Modular self-reconfigurable (MSR) robots are robots composed of a large
number of repeated modules that can rearrange their connectedness to form a large variety
of structures. An MSR system can change its shape to suit the task, whether it is climbing
through a hole, rolling like a hoop, or assembling a complex structure with many arms."
Their versatility, though, comes with a drawback: the complexity of the algorithms
required to control MSR systems and make them walk, self-repair or, more generally,
reconfigure. Reconfiguring modular robots without a thoughtful method can generate
an excessive number of moves (and therefore too much time and power consumption),
disconnections of the robot, collisions between its modules, dead-locks and other complex
situations.
In this paper we propose a new and efficient in-place universal reconfiguration algorithm
for a class of lattice-based modular robots.

1.1

Basic Definitions

A connected robot configuration (in short, a robot or a configuration) is any edge-connected
set of squares (modules of the robot) located in a 2-dimensional square lattice. In other
words, it is a polyomino. Within the sliding-square setting, robot modules (represented as
squares) move relative to each other by sliding along their shared edges, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 The sliding move allows straight transitions (left) as well as convex transitions (right).

A hole in a configuration is any vertex-connected component of empty lattice cells. A
pseudo-hole is any edge-connected component of empty lattice cells. See Figure 2 for an
illustration. Notice that, with this definitions, the unbounded component is considered to be
a hole/pseudo-hole. Notice also that pseudo-holes are subsets of holes.
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Figure 2 Example of a configuration (in blue) with 3 holes and 10 pseudo-holes. Left: Empty
cells marked with the same color belong to the same hole. Right: Empty cells marked with the same
color belong to the same pseudo-hole. The red square indicates one of the many critical pairs.

We call the boundary of a hole (respectively, pseudo-hole) the cycle of vertices and edges
simultaneously incident to the hole (pseudo-hole) and the robot, and boundary traversal the
cycle of hole (pseudo-hole) cells incident to its boundary.
A critical pair is a pair of vertex-adjacent robot modules such that no module exists that
is edge adjacent to both. They can be found in pseudo-holes that are not holes. Figure 2
shows an example.

1.2

Problem Statement and Results

Given any two configurations C and C 0 with n modules each, we present an efficient
algorithm that reconfigures C into C 0 in-place, without disconnecting the robot at any
moment throughout the reconfiguration. The algorithm is centralized and sequential, i.e.,
it slides one module at a time. It is efficient in the sense that the overall slide moves
performed along the reconfiguration is Θ(n2 ), which is optimal if constant force and velocity
are assumed [2]. Furthermore, if B and B 0 respectively are the 1-cell offset of the bounding
boxes of C and C 0 , and B and B 0 share their left-bottom corner cell, then space used
throughout the reconfiguration is enclosed in B ∪ B 0 .
Furthermore, we provide an on-line simulator of our algorithm, together with a first
analysis of its performance in practice on a variety of configurations of different sizes.

1.3

Related Work

The sliding-square/cube model was introduced in [4] as a geometric abstraction for a variety
of modular robots, such as Metamorphic [5], Vertical [8], Molecube [14], M-TRAN [10],
EM-cube [3], or Smart [11]. Since then, several algorithms have been proposed to solve
different (but somehow related) problems such as locomotion [4, 7], self-repair [9], and
reconfiguration [6, 1].
In particular, [6] proposes the first algorithm to reconfigure between any two edgeconnected shapes of sliding squares in the plane with the same number of modules. The
algorithm is sequential and reconfiguration is done through an intermediate shape: a strip
grown from one extremal module. As a consequence, the overall reconfiguration takes place in
the disjoint union of the 1-offset of the bounding boxes of the initial and final configurations.
The algorithm we present builds on the ideas from [6], but differs from it in that it
reconfigures in-place, i.e., within the 1-offset of the union of the two bounding boxes. This
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adds further difficulties, as in our case the final destination of a module may be located in a
hole or a pseudo-hole, and not only in the outer boundary as in [6]. We further elaborate on
this issue in the following section.

2

Algorithm overview

Given two configurations C and C 0 , our strategy to reconfigure C into C 0 consists of three
steps, illustrated in Figure 3.

1

C

2

R

3

R0

C0

Figure 3 Reconfiguration steps.

1. First, we flood the bounding box of our initial configuration C. This process consists
of sequentially finding modules that can slide without disconnecting the configuration,
and sending them along a boundary traversal to fill the bounding box of C by rows from
bottom to top, filling each row from left to right. The result is a rectangle, except for its
topmost row, that may be incomplete. We call this shape R.
2. Then, we reconfigure R into R0 , which is the analogous almost-rectangular shape corresponding to C 0 .
3. Finally, we reconfigure R0 into C 0 .
The algorithm for step 2 is straightforward, and that of step 3 consists of reversing the
procedure of step 1. Therefore, in the remaining of this paper we concentrate on step 1.
As already mentioned, when flooding, the final destination of a module may be located
in a hole or a pseudo-hole, and not only in the outer boundary as in [6]. In other words,
while in [6] the algorithm consists in finding a feasible sequence of moves (of possibly several
modules) that ends up freeing a module in the outer boundary, our algorithm needs to
produce sequences that first go outwards from a pseudo-hole towards the outer boundary
and then may have to go inwards to a different pseudo-hole in order to fill the goal position.
Figure 4 illustrates this process.
We solve this issue using a hierarchy of pseudo-holes that is built by traversing all the
boundaries of the configuration in a preprocessing step. Starting at the outer one, the
boundary traversal detects all critical pairs. Each critical pair is a gate for a pseudo-hole that
is a descendant in the hierarchy. Gates between pseudo-holes contained in holes different
than the outer one are considered siblings in the hierarchy. Figure 5 illustrates this.
Once the hierarchy has been built, the algorithm looks for a module that is able to directly
move to the goal cell, i.e., a module that is not a cut vertex of the edge-adjacency graph of
the configuration, and is adjacent to the same pseudo-hole boundary as the next cell position
to be filled. If such module does not exist, the algorithm searches through the pseudo-holes
hierarchy for a module that can be moved, and sends it to connect a critical pair in the path
to the goal pseudo-hole. This creates a cycle in the adjacency graph of C enclosing the goal
cell, which, at its turn, allows finding a new module that can be moved inside the cycle. The
process continues until a movable module can be found in the goal pseudo-hole. This, at last,
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Figure 4 Filling the next free position in the second row. Notice how the sequence of moves
starts in a pseudo-hole, continues in the outer boundary, and ends back in a (different) pseudo-hole.

Figure 5 A Hierarchy of pseudo-holes.

fills the goal cell. Naturally, every time a modules leaves a position in the configuration, and
every time it stops either because it reaches the goal cell or because it closes a critical pair,
the hierarchy is updated accordingly.
This procedure is repeated until the configuration has been completely flooded.

3

Correctness and complexity

We denote by G the edge-adjacency graph of the configuration C, and by T the cactus graph
associated WITH G, i.e., the tree of maximal cycles of G. We start by proving two lemmata.
I Lemma 3.1. As long as not all the modules are in their final destination in R, there
always exists a module that can slide without disconnecting the configuration.
Proof. Since T is a tree, it must have a leaf. If such a leaf is a module, it must be movable
since it is a leaf in G. Otherwise, if the leaf is a cycle, it must contain a module that is not a
cut vertex of T . Such a module is movable since it cannot be a cut vertex in G.
J
I Lemma 3.2. If a movable module cannot reach the goal cell, g, it can connect a critical
pair reducing the size of the cycle containing g.
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Proof. Let hg be the pseudo-hole containing g, and let hm be the pseudo-hole containing a
movable module m whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 3.1. A path must exist in the
pseudo-hole hierarchy connecting hg to hm , since every pseudo-hole must belong to a hole,
each hole is bounded by a cycle in T , and each cycle in T must contain a module that is not
a cut vertex.
J
I Theorem 3.3. Let C be any configuration with n modules and R a configuration with the
same number of modules filling the bounding box of C from bottom to top, left to right. Our
algorithm reconfigures C into R using Θ(n2 ) sliding moves.
Proof. Each goal cell is filled after O(n) slide moves. This is evident when the moving
module reaches its destination without having to stop at a critical pair, since any boundary
traversal has size O(n). When it does stop, it can be proved that the overall number of slide
moves performed by the sequence of moving modules before filling the empty goal position
is O(n). Details are omitted due to space restrictions. Therefore, the entire flooding takes
O(n2 ) slide moves. It is worth noticing that the second step of the algorithm (reconfiguring
between R and R0 ) can be trivially done with O(n2 ) slide moves. Therefore, the entire
reconfiguration uses O(n2 ) slide moves, which is optimal within this context [2].
J

4

Simulator and practical experiments

In addition to the theoretical results, we have also implemented an on-line simulator of our
reconfiguration algorithm, see [12]. The simulator allows the user to define the initial and the
final configurations in a 2-dimensional grid both by uploading a predefined file or by direct
interaction. Then, it visualizes all the slide moves that the robot would be undertaking, step
by step from the initial configuration C to the final one, C 0 . The reconfiguration can be
stopped at any moment and backtracking is also allowed.

(a) Dense

(b) Hierarchy

(c) Holes

(d) Mixed

(e) Nested

(f) Sparse

Figure 6 Examples of the configuration shapes used in our experiments.

We have used our simulator to test our algorithm on a variety of configurations, different
in shape and size. The chosen shapes have been the following: Dense (configurations whose
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bounding box is almost completely filled with modules), Hierarchy (configurations with
several and large hierarchies of pseudo-holes), Holes (configurations without hierarchies
but with multiple holes), Mixed (configurations combining large hierarchies of pseudo-holes
with multiple holes), Nested (configurations requiring to connect critical pairs in order to
reconfigure), Sparse (configurations with maximal ratio between the size of their bounding
box and their number of modules). Figure 6 shows examples of these shape types.
The results of the experiments show that the sparser a configuration is, more slide moves
its reconfiguration requires. This is a consequence of the fact that sparsity usually obliges
the modules to slide over a great number of other modules in order to reach the intermediate
rectangular shape. Denser configurations require a smaller number of moves because many
modules are already located in their final grid positions. Figure 7 shows the results of the
experiments we run.

Figure 7 Number of slide moves used to reconfigure the different configuration types into their
corresponding rectangles.

Notice that the number of slide moves indicated in the table and charts corresponds to
reconfiguring each initial configuration C into its corresponding rectangle R. The number of
slide moves corresponding to the overall reconfiguration of an initial shape C into a final
shape C 0 can be obtained by adding up the corresponding values from the table together with
the number of steps required to reconfigure R into R0 , which is straightforward to compute.

5

Conclusions and open problems

We have presented an algorithm that reconfigures between any two edge-connected configurations of n sliding squares within their bounding boxes by means of Θ(n2 ) slide moves, and
we have made available an on-line simulator. We believe that extending our strategy to the
hexagonal and triangular grids should be straightforward.
Our algorithm is intrinsically sequential. An interesting open problem is to obtain a new
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strategy that allows to move several modules in parallel, giving rise to a faster reconfiguration,
and to distribute it in order to obtain a more scalable algorithm. Extending the results to
the 3-dimensional setting is also desirable.

6
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